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The role of business in society is changing. Corporate citizenship in a world governed by 
the power of technology has now taken forms of highly efficient means to measure and 
communicate their social impact. Our platform was built for your imagination. When you have a 
new idea or want to expand your reach our platform is ready.

Now, imagine a simple and strategic online tool that can effectively connect your employees 
to communal awareness, giving and volunteering opportunities, and real-time data analysis of 

who is making the biggest difference within the company.

Welcome to Profits 4 Purpose. Founded in 2008, we spent years perfecting our online 
platform to make Corporate Giving as seamless as possible. We knew there is growing 
pressure, especially among corporations, to not only increase engagement and company 
culture for employees, but to also re-structure the relationship they had with customers. 

By the end of 2013, we had dozens of clients on board, and the difference they were able to 
make using our software was extraordinary.

In 2012 alone, associates at Staples directed over $2 million in contributions to 434 local non-
profits in 27 countries in 19 languages

Within the first year, Iron Mountain employees volunteered an average of 8 hours per 
employee and had over a 41% participation rate.

“Staples is committed to making a positive impact in the communities 
where our associates live and work. The user-friendly Profits4Purpose 

platform has been instrumental to us execute on this commitment”

 -Emily McCann, Manager Community & Giving

“Profits4Purpose has provided the tools we needed to engage both 
wired and non-wired team member in our company wide volunteer 
initiative. The site provides an easy and intuitive way to connect 

Mountaineers to their colleagues and community, while celebrating and 
inspiring further participation. ”

 -Samantha Joseph, Director Corporate 
  Responsibility & Sustainability



Since 2008, we have empowered over a million employees from all over the world with the tools 
to effectively engage their company in achieving a positive impact in the city where they live, work 
and play. Clients such as Cox, TaylorMade, Bridgepoint Education, S.D. Deacon and Fred Meyer have 
clocked in over 2,300,00 hours through our website; as of January, 2014, Iron Mountain alone is 
responsible for volunteering over 100,000 hours to their community. 

Some of our features:

CORPORATE GIVING

- Streamline all grant, sponsorship and donation requests online
- Customize grant review and approval workflow
- Automate communication and status workflow
- Vet non-profits and donation requests
- Set goals and manage multiple budgets
- Create standard and ad-hoc reports to view progress in real time.

VOLUNTEER PORTAL

- Match employee interests and skills with local non-profits
- Discover, register, and manage volunteer events
- Streamline communication and schedule reminders
- Empower social sharing and team building
- Track collective impact in real time
- Detail activity and share your story

EMPLOYEE GIVING

- My Foundation portal empowers dynamic and customized activity reporting as well as 
personalized giving schedules.
- Streamline employee match and payroll deductions
- Manage and display team funding goals

What devices does our platform run on?
We support the most current, and previous major version of Web Browsers. 

This includes: 
Internet Explorer
Safari
Firefox
Chrome

Mobile is supported through a Mobile Web Browser. 

Supported on:
Mobile Safari 5.0 and Above
Chrome for Mobile
Android Browser
Internet Explorer Mobile 9 and Above



The Platform Desktop

Here’s what the Profits4Purpose platform looks like:



My Foundation

Submitting Volunteer Hours



Visualizing Activity Reports

Searching Non-Profit Events




